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Unlimited logistics solutions



Aplications

ACAGO Logistics is a Romanian private company, licensed as a expedition company, which offers a wide 

range of logistics services, internal and international freight transports, as well as storage services.

The seven hubs in the country that will be operational in a short time and whose locations are strategically 

placed near the border areas, help us to offer the optimal conditions for maximizing the efficiency of the 

supply chain with complete logistics and warehousing solutions.

Our transport and professional support services guarantee the maximization of the efficiency of the supply 

chains through low costs, speed of transports in double insurance regime and real-time tracking of the 

route of the goods by the clients, from the lifting point to the final destination.

Costs structure

Freight storage services

Storage spaces

Freight transport services

Rail freight

Maritime and river freight

Air freight

Intermodal freight

Road freight

Due to the distribution network that we will soon make available to 

customers, consisting of seven hubs located in Pascani, Iasi, 

Constanta, Bucharest, Giurgiu, Arad and Oradea, we offer to our 

customers services characterized by important storage capacity in 

ambient and controlled temperature regime, taking into account the 

specifications of your requirements, the facilities including the 

access to utilities, storage shelves and adequate lifting and 

handling equipment.

Together with our partners, we guarantee fair prices - which will 

allow you to achieve savings by constantly updating prices in favor 

of customers, taking into account factors such as economic situation 

and the relationship between supply and demand. The guarantee 

of the security for your goods is given by a double insurance, a civil 

liability insurance and a second insurance on the goods coming 

from the carriers with which we work (through this goods being 

insured during transport).

Through the intermodal freight services we are at your disposal with 

the optimal solutions intended mainly for requests that include 

deliveries from very long distances. We guarantee to obtain 

excellent ratios between the duration and the cost of the transports, 

combining the maritime / railway transports (for long distances) 

with the road transport (for taking over the goods and delivering 

them to the final destination).

Whether we refer to standardized delivery services, groupings or 

priority shipments with fixed delivery dates, our experts in air 

services will identify the best solutions for your needs. Through door-

to-door, airport-to-airport transportation services or a combination 

of the options above, we are at your disposal for demands that 

require an urgent solution.

FCL containerized transport (full container load) and maritime 

groupings LCL (less than container load) are the main service groups 

within the maritime solutions offered by ACAGO Logistics. On 

important transport routes, especially maritime ones (* Asia - 

Europe), ACAGO Logistics monitors the transport through modern IT 

systems and rents storage spaces, so that the entire process of 

managing and running your transport will be fully coordinated by 

shipping experts.

The range of road freight services by trucks includes both internal 

and international transports, performed in full truck load (FTL) and 

also in less than truckload (LTL) modes, for all types of products. For 

both internal and external transports we provide a special road 

transport service, which includes, but is not limited to: oversized, 

containerized, dangerous goods (ADR) or temperature controlled 

transports.

Because our hub network will have immediate connections to the 

national railway network, we offer to our customers complete rail 

logistics services. Rail freight is a more environmentally friendly 

mode of transport, offering a much higher transport capacity. This 

service has a number of major advantages, such as greater speed, 

avoiding traffic jams or limited transit times - imposed by legal 

regulations for drivers.
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORTS

Bogdan CHIHAIA    M: +40 743 221 161

E: bogdan.chihaia@acago.ro

INTERNAL TRANSPORTS

Marius BABAN    M: +40 749 221 156

E: marius.baban@acago.ro
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